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The Flying Cruisers is a soft rock band consisting of Ana Kreimeyer (lead singer), Justin Waterman (lead guitarist), Morgan Waterman 
(drummer), and Carlos Garcia (bass guitarist). The Riverside, a California-based group’s single, “How Did I Fall In love” talks about the 
beauty of falling in love with the right person. Sometimes, it feels like a dream especially when you are with someone you feel you do 

not deserve or is too good for you, you may find yourself just asking the same question, how did I fall in love?
The lyrical pallet has numerous colors just like the cover art exemplifies. In fact, it is hard to fault the construction of “How Did I Fall In 
love”. It is equally hard to fault its guilelessness and not be won over by it. It is one of the fearless great love songs with preternatural 

wisdom and inclusiveness. The plot of the song is confessional explaining the reasons people fall in love.
The band is an exciting group. The wide mezzo vocal soprano range of the song fits the song’s melody and instrumentation, ultimately 

forming a proper harmony in the chorus. The song is radio-friendly and sleek. The song’s tune would be enjoyed by different age 
groups notwithstanding its matured theme of love. Despite its rock foundation, it equally contains some elements of pop music like 

country-pop and straight-up pop songs.
“How Did I Fall In love” has a moderate beat per minute tempo. New wave electric guitars and clucking banjos were employed as 

instruments. This group is edgy and a true reflection of what Rock rhythmic music represents.
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